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About This Game

Take control of a ship of your choice and explore a randomly generated galaxy in Dissimilation!

Dissimilation is a top down, retro styled shooter set in a randomly generated galaxy. Dock at space stations and land on
randomly generated planets, populated by alien flora and fauna.

Upgrade your ship by buying new weapons and armor, or craft them yourself! The upgrades will be vital in fighting off pirates,
androids and even the galactic police force!

Attack elite Capital ships in brutal space battles to board the wreckage and kill the captain.
Slaughter the inhabitants of a colony or space station at your own risk – the structure may come under siege by galactic police.

Key Features:

Randomly Generated Galaxy
Space stations, planets and nebula are all randomly generated to provide a unique gameplay experience for each user.

Story
Dissimilation features a full single player story. While exploring, you will encounter story events which will ultimately reveal the

dark secret of this galaxy.

Exploration
A key element of Dissimilation is exploration. You can land on nearly every planet to explore its surface. Each planet will be

unique with its own weather, plants and wildlife. Some will be nothing more than an arid, barren wasteland, devoid of any
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natural life. Some may be lush, with a climate similar to the Earth's. Depending on these conditions, the human structures will
change. The more barren planets may only have a single research station or mining colony. The more picturesque planets will

likely be popular galactic tourist destinations.

Resource collection
To acquire resources, you must mine asteroids or natural structures on planets. The yield of the planet’s structures is strongly

influenced by various conditions on the planet, particularly the chemical makeup of the crust. However, Dissimilation is
specifically designed to give players the maximum amount of freedom. It is therefore possible to play the game without

collecting a single mineral or touching a crafting table.

Loot System
A variety of containers and other items of interests are randomly generated on each planet’s surface. Venturing out from the

colonies and research stations is often rewarded by finding crashed escape pods or old cargo containers. There structures may
contain valuable items or credits to aid you on your journey.

Ship Upgrades
There are a huge variety of upgrades for your ship. There upgrades range from simply installing larger fuel tanks in order to

explore for longer durations of time, to increasing power to the laser cannons for a higher intensity attack.
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Title: Dissimilation
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Fivesyounger Development
Publisher:
Fivesyounger Development
Release Date: 15 Feb, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Microsoft® Windows® 7 / 8.1 / 10

Processor: 1.2 GHz processor of faster

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 8 compatible graphics card with 512mb video memory

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 141 MB available space

English
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It looks like fun but I can't login.. For a Media player that replaces the use of multiple programs to handle a variety of formats, I
am satisfied with this. I waited for the summer sale price to try it out and would recommend this.

The only negative I came across is the menu system takes a bit to get use to, Also the ability to at lease have Visualizations while
music is playing seems to be lost to me\u2026. still playing around with it.

9\/10

Great, got it to work thanks to romulous [developer].
Step by step for others in the same spot,

\u2022\tCtrl+ O (or right click and select options\/setup)
\u2022\tSelect \u201cswitch to advanced mode\u201d (if you're not in already in it)
\u2022\tFrom the drop menu on the left, select \u201cplayback\u201d, \u201cAudio\u201d, and highlight
\u201cvisualizations\u201d. (Or just use the search feature at the bottom and input visualizations)
\u2022\tHit \u201cAdd\u201d, and find the plugins you have on our PC.. Think! fast to heal theres no time to search back pack.
666 Ram? That isn't suspicious at all (btw great soundtrack). this is an insult to my intelligence
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